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Q1

Please enter the following:

Department Business & Professional Studies

Position Title Accounting instructor

Q2

1. Which program review goal(s) is this request supporting? Please state how the position will help advance the specific
goals. (Rubric Criterion 3) (300 words or less) 

The program review goals that this request will be supporting are: Reduce equity gaps in BUS 120. Explore the CTEC (California Tax 
Education Council) certification for the BUS 150 Individual Income Tax Accounting course which would certify a student to be able to 
prepare taxes for a fee in the state of California by completing only this course.  Promote and encourage equity training opportunities 
to all faculty for either first-time or ongoing training needs.  Re-evaluate bookkeeping certificate requirements for alignment with current 
workforce needs.  Re-evaluate the content and units of BUS 122, Intermediate Accounting.  

The demand just for financial accounting and managerial accounting alone always exceeds the number of seats available and we are 
not always able to accommodate students from the waitlist.  With this major being impacted at SDSU we get an overflow of students 
who can not enroll at their own college and are looking to our department to help fill their needs.  With this issue trending to be even 
higher in the future, the need for extra classes as well as instructors to fill these classrooms is becoming more dire.  The need to keep 
up to date with accounting guidelines and the ever-changing landscape for testing requirements and certifications for CPA’s and tax 
preparers, the ability to teach, keep current and make an impact on the student, college and community is ever becoming more 
difficult.

Q3

2. Which strategic priority/priorities is this request supporting. Please state how the position will help advance the
specific priority/priorities and the College's mission. (Rubric Criterion 4)  Acceleration  Guided Student Pathways Student
Validation and Engagement  Organizational Health (300 words or less) 

The accounting discipline must maintain relationships with universities for transfer students (Acceleration), with high schools (Guided 
Pathways), and with local businesses for Career Education (CE) opportunities. Without this position, the department cannot keep up 
with the aforementioned responsibilities, as well as helping students in basic advising and counseling needs, improving program 
diversity and equity, curriculum development, and teaching the new curriculum (Student Validation, Engagement, and Organizational 
Health). Many of the current roles and responsibilities are being maintained by the current full-time accounting instructor.
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Q4

3. How will this position improve student student learning and achievement, and close equity gaps in access and
outcomes in your program. (Rubric Criterion 2) (300 words or less) 

It would appear that success rates have been fluctuating from semester to semester with a noticeable drop off in the fall semester and 
then a upswing in the spring.  With another full time faculty we would be able to better address this swing as well as lift the overall 
success rates and decrease the equity gap that exists.

Creating a club and environment where on campus and off campus students could mingle and faculty could promote as well as 
participate in these activities.

Ability to promote the very resources that students need to address any inadequacies or roadblocks to learning and help initiate this 
process and help with utilizing these resources.  Integrating these resources into the classroom and department would be a big step in 
helping to close the equity gap that exists.

Q5

4. Has there been or is there any evidence to demonstrate that there will be an increase in demand for your programs
and/or services? How are students being adversely impacted without this position? Please discuss supporting data from
recent semesters. For example, enrollment trends, waitlist pressures, or wait time for appointments and support
services as they apply to this position. (Rubric Criterion 2)(300 words or less) 

The current data from the City of San Diego, the State of California as well as the country as a whole has shown the increase demand 
in accounting related jobs and business degrees that require a background in financial and managerial accounting. According to BLS 
(Bureau of Labor and Statistics the accounting field should see an average growth rate of 10.7% over the next 8 to 10 years and this is 
well above the average rate of 7% of most other fields.  Auditors and tax preparers will be one of the fastest growing fields within the 
accounting industry.  These projections by the BLS are being revised upward since due to the new IRS regulations and tax policies just
passed into law in the past month.  These fields lend themselves toward ranking high in the earnings spectrum. In order to meet this 
new demand, we need an additional faculty member just to catch up to the demand we currently are not meeting and get ahead of the 
ever-changing accounting rules and regulations that are constantly changing on a yearly basis.  And to be able to meet this demand 
and close the equity gap that has been expanding in many of our underrepresented groups (specifically African American and Latino 
but not just limited to those groups) we need to hire additional full-time faculty.

Q6

5. What are the racial and gender demographics of the faculty within the program? What steps will your program take to
ensure that the recruitment for this position will encourage/promote faculty diversity? (Rubric Criterion 1)(300 words or
less) 

Accounting has one full-time instructor and four adjuncts, of which 3 are white men and 2 are white women. All of them have earned 
priority of assignment due to the length of time they have taught in the program, and one adjunct is in his 48th year teaching at 
Cuyamaca. There is not a lot of turnover in the program, nevertheless, the department is committed to diversifying the instructor base 
as courses become available due to program growth or attrition. The demographic that is underrepresented in faculty and has the most 
inequity in our program review would be our priority for the position and help diversify our faculty as well as ensuring that we recruit the 
diversity that is needed to address this equity gap.
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Q7

6. Describe why this position is essential to your program and/or service area. How has the lack of this position
impacted your program and/or service area? What will be the impact to the program and/or service area if this position is
not filled? (Rubric Criterion 1,3)(300 words or less) 

The accounting discipline offers a transfer degree as well as a certificate program which is an important part of the Work Force Grant. 
Besides this area and more specifically discipline is in high demand and the trends are forecasting an even greater need.  The 
accounting discipline holds many of the top 10 jobs in the county as well as the country with demand increasing for those specific jobs 
as well as jobs that require or encourage this degree to apply such as FBI and city planner. The program has also noticed some gaps 
starting in the ethnicity/race data. There is work to be done among some ethnic groups.  Success rates for some ethnic groups differ 
considerably than others.  Without the addition of new faculty and focus on mentoring and building bridges with counseling, it will be 
difficult to meet the college-wide success goal.

Q8

7. Is this a new position, replacement for a retirement/upcoming retirement or replacement for internal promotion (faculty
to administration), or replacement for other circumstances? (Rubric Criterion 3)(100 words or less) 

This is a new position that would be hired to help support the number of classes taught and improve the percentage of classes that are 
taught by full time instructors.  Currently there is only 1 full time instructor which accounts for teaching less then 30% even when 
taking into consideration that he currently teaches overload in the department.

Q9

7. Please confirm that you have discussed this faculty
position request with the Division Dean and that you
understand that Division Deans will be providing feedback
to help inform the prioritization process.

Yes, I have discussed this position request with the
Division Dean


